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Two wars on the Balkan Peninsula 1912-1913 For the conflicts of the 1990s in the region, see the Yugoslav wars. Balkan WarsBulgar soldiers, charging Turkish defense at the Battle of Kirk Kilissa October 1912 - July 18, 1913 (9 months, 1 week and 3 days) First Balkan War: October 8, 1912 - May 30, 1913 (7 months, 3 weeks and 1 day) Second Balkan
War: June 29 - August 10, 1913 (1 month, 1 week and 5 days) LocationAdrianopleScocatariCoManastyrsan ProvinceSAge IslandsAge IslandsIn the first Balkan War : Balkan League Victory Treaty of London Second Balkan War: Treaty of Bucharest Treaty of Constantinople Fights First Balkan War Ottoman Empire Support: Austro-Hungary First Balkan War
Balkan League: Bulgaria Serbia Greece Montenegro Support: Russia Italian Volunteers Imperial Commanders and Leaders Mehmed v Enver Pasha Nazim Pasha Sekki Pasha Kolemen Abdullah Pasha Ali Ryza Pasha Hasan Tahsin Pasha Ismail Hakka Pasha Rauf Pasha Ferdinand I Michael Savov Vasil Kutinchev Nikola Ivanov Radko Dmitriev Stylian
Kovachev Stefan Toshev Ferdinand I Mikhail Savov Ivan Fichev Vasily Kutinchev Nikola Ivanov Radko Dimitriev Radomir Putnik Petar Boovic Stepa Stepa Sivozhin Misic Corona Prince Konstantin Panagiotis Danglis Pavlos Kountouriotis Nicholas I Prince Danilo Petrovich Janko Vukotic Carol I Ferdinand I Alexandru Aver Power 350,000 500,221-1576,878
600,000 220,000 115,000 115,000 135,000Total:970,000 men 34 8000 330 000 255 000 148 000 12 80 Total:1,093,800 men in total: 2,914,020-3,484,830 troops deployed plus 600,000 killed or wounded Events led to the First World War Franco-Prussian War1870-1871Congress Berlin1878Dual Alliance1879Triple Alliance1882Franco-Russian
Alliance1894England German arms race1898-1912Interment Cordial1904Russian-Japanese War1904 -1905First Moroccan crisis1905-1906English-Russian Entente1907Bosna crisis1908-1909Agadir Crisis1911Thitalo-Turkish War19111-1912Balcan Wars19 12-1913Ssinition of Franz Ferdinand1914in crisis1914 consisted of two conflicts that took place in
the Balkan Peninsula in 1912 and 1913. Four Balkan states defeated the Ottoman Empire in the First Balkan War. During the Second Balkan War, Bulgaria fought against all four original combatants of the first war and also faced a surprise attack from Romania from the north. Conflicts ended catastrophically for the Ottoman Empire, which lost most of its
territory in Europe. Austria-Hungary, although not a combatant, became relatively weaker, as a much enlarged Serbia insisted on an alliance of The South Slavic peoples. The war served as the basis for the Balkan crisis of 1914 and thus served as a prelude to the First World War. By the beginning of the 20th century Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro Serbia
achieved independence from the Ottoman Empire, but a large part of their ethnic population remained under Ottoman rule. In 1912, these countries formed the Balkan League. The First Balkan War began on 8 October 1912, when the League member states attacked the Ottoman Empire, and ended eight months later with the signing of the Treaty of London
on 30 May 1913. The Second Balkan War began on June 16, 1913, when Bulgaria, dissatisfied with the loss of Macedonia, attacked its former Allies in the Balkan League. More numerous combined Serbian and Greek armies repelled the Bulgarian offensive and counterattacked Bulgaria from the west and south. Romania, not involved in the conflict, had
undamaged armies to strike and invaded Bulgaria from the north in violation of the peace treaty between the two states. The Ottoman Empire also attacked Bulgaria and advanced to Thrace, returning Adrianopt. As a result of the Treaty of Bucharest, Bulgaria retained most of the territories it gained during the First Balkan War, in addition to being forced to
cede to Romania's former Ottoman southern part of Dobrodudia province. Background See also: The uprising of nationalism under the Map of the Ottoman Empire of the Ottoman Empire in 1900, with the names of the Ottoman provinces. Germany, France, Russia, Austria-Hungary and Great Britain are trying to keep the lid on the boiling cauldron of
imperialist and nationalist tensions in the Balkans to prevent a common European war. They were successful in 1912 and 1913, but failed in 1914. Nazim Pasha, chief of staff of the Ottoman army, was killed by the Young Turks because of his failure. The precondition for wars is the incomplete emergence of nation states on the European territory of the
Ottoman Empire in the second half of the 19th century. Serbia gained significant territory during the Russo-Turkish War, 1877-1878, while Greece acquired Thessaloniki in 1881 (although it lost a small area back to the Ottoman Empire in 1897) and Bulgaria (autonomous principality since 1878) incorporated previously various provinces of East Rumelia
(1885). All three countries, as well as Montenegro, sought additional territories within a large region established by the Ottoman Empire, known as Rumelia, including East Rumelia, Albania, Macedonia and Thrace. The First Balkan War had some basic reasons, summarized below: The Ottoman Empire was unable to reform itself, govern satisfactorily, or
deal with the growing ethnic nationalism of its various peoples. The Italian-Ottoman war of 1911 and the Muslim uprisings in Kosovo and Albania showed that the Empire was deeply wounded and could not strike back against another war. The great powers quarreled with each other and failed to ensure that the Ottomans carried out the necessary reforms.
This is Balkan states impose their own solution. Teh Teh the population of the European part of the Ottoman Empire was severely oppressed by Ottoman rule, and therefore the Balkan states were forced to take action. Most importantly, the Balkan League was formed, and its members were confident that in these conditions an organized and simultaneous
declaration of war of the Ottoman Empire would be the only way to protect their compatriots and expand their territories in the Balkan Peninsula. The policies of the great powers throughout the 19th century shared various goals on the Eastern issue and the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. Russia wanted access to the warm waters of the Mediterranean Sea
from the Black Sea; it pursued Pan-Slavic foreign policy goals and therefore supported Bulgaria and Serbia. Britain wanted to deny Russia access to the warm waters and supported the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, although it also supported Greece's limited expansion as a contingency plan in case the integrity of the empire could not be possible. France
would like to strengthen its position in the region, especially in the Levant (today's Lebanon, Syria and Israel). The Habsburgs ruled Austria-Hungary would like to continue the existence of the Ottoman Empire, as both were troubled multinational entities and thus the collapse of one could weaken the other. The Habsburgs also viewed the strong presence of
the Ottoman Empire in the area as a counterweight to the Serbian nationalist appeal to their Serbian subjects in Bosnia, Vojvodina and other parts of the empire. Italy's main objective at the time appeared to be to deny access to the Adriatic Sea to another major maritime power. The German Empire, in turn, in accordance with the policy of Drang nach Osten
sought to turn the Ottoman Empire into its own de facto colony and thus maintained its integrity. In the late 19th and early 20th century, Bulgaria and Greece fought for Ottoman Macedonia and Thrace. Ethnic Greeks sought the forced Hellenization of ethnic Bulgars who sought to bulgarize the Greeks (Rise of Nationalism). Both countries sent armed
irregulars to the Ottoman Empire to protect and assist their ethnic relatives. Since 1904, Macedonia has had low-intensity wars between Greek and Bulgarian gangs and the Ottoman army (Fight for Macedonia). After the Mlarkov revolution in July 1908, the situation changed dramatically. The main article Young Turk revolution: The Revolution of young Turks
In 1908, the Ottoman Empire was restored constitutional monarchy and the second constitutional era began. When the uprising broke out, it was supported by the intelligentsia, the army and almost all the ethnic minorities of the Empire, and forced Sultan Abdul Hamid II to re-enact the long-defunct Ottoman Constitution of 1876 and parliament. Hopes were
raised among the Balkan reform and autonomy groups, and were held to form a representative, multi-ethnic, Ottoman parliament. However, after the Sultan's attempt to make a counter-coup, the liberal element of the Young Turks faded into the background, and the nationalist element became dominant. At the same time, in October 1908, Austria-Hungary
seized the opportunity of an Ottoman political coup to annex de jure the Ottoman province of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which it had occupied since 1878 (see Bosnian crisis). Bulgaria declared independence, as it did in 1878, but this time independence was recognized internationally. The Greeks of the autonomous Cretan state proclaimed unification with
Greece, although the confrontation of the great powers prevented the last actions in practice. It has a great influence on the subsequent world order. The reaction in the Balkan states of Serbia was upset in the north by the Austro-Hungarian inclusion of Bosnia. In March 1909, Serbia was forced to recognize the annexation and contain the anti-Absburg
agitation of Serbian nationalists. Instead, the Serbian government (PM: Nikola Pasic) looked at the former Serbian territories in the south, particularly Old Serbia (Sanjak Novi Pasara and Kosovo Province). On August 15, 1909, the Military League, a group of Greek officers, took action against the government to reform its country's national government and
reorganize the army. The Military League sought to create a new political system, thereby summoning the Cretan politician Eleutherios Venizelos to Athens as a political adviser. Venizelos persuaded King George I to revise the constitution and asked the League to dissolve in favor of the National Assembly. In March 1910, the Military League disintegrated.
Bulgaria, which achieved Ottoman recognition for its independence in April 1909 and enjoyed Russia's friendship, also wanted to annex the Ottoman Thrace and Macedonia. In August 1910, Montenegro followed Bulgaria's precedent by becoming a kingdom. Pre-war treaties Bulgarian forces are waiting to launch their offensive on Hadrianople After Italy's
victory in the Italo-Turkish War of 1911-1912, the severity of the Ottomanization of the policies of the young Turkish regime and a series of three uprisings in Ottoman held Albania, young Turks fell from power after the coup. The Christian Balkan countries were forced to take action and saw it as an opportunity to advance their national agenda by expanding
the territories of the falling empire and liberating their enslaved co-patriots. To achieve this goal, a wide network of treaties has been established and an alliance has been established. Negotiations between the governments of the Balkan States began in the second half of 1911 and were conducted in secret. The treaties and military conventions were
published in French after the Balkan Wars, 24-26 November, in Le Mateen, In April 1911, the attempt of Greek Prime Minister Eleutherios Venizelos to reach an agreement with the Prime Minister of Bulgaria and form a defensive alliance against the Ottoman Empire was fruitless because of doubts that the Bulgarians held on to the strength of the Greek
army. Later that year, in December 1911, Bulgaria and Serbia agreed to begin negotiations to establish an alliance under Strict Russian control. The treaty between Serbia and Bulgaria was signed on February 29/13, 1912. Serbia sought to expand to Old Serbia, and as Milan Milovanovic pointed out in 1909 to a Bulgarian colleague: As long as we are not
allies with you, our influence on the Croats and slovens will be negligible. On the other hand, Bulgaria wanted the autonomy of Macedonia under the influence of the two countries. The then Bulgarian Foreign Minister, General Stefan Paprilov, said in 1909: It will be clear that if not today, tomorrow, the most important issue will again be the Macedonian
question. And this issue, no matter what happens, cannot be resolved without more or less direct participation of the Balkan states. Last but not least, they noted that divisions should be made from Ottoman territories after the victorious outcome of the war. In particular, Bulgaria will receive all territories to the eastern part of the Rhodopi Mountains and the
Strimon River, while Serbia annexes the territories, northern and western mountains of Skardo. The alliance pact between Greece and Bulgaria was finally signed on 16/29 May 1912 without any specific sections of the Ottoman territories. In the summer of 1912, Greece embarked on gentleman's agreements with Serbia and Montenegro. Although the draft
alliance pact with Serbia was submitted on 22 October, the formal pact was never signed because of the outbreak of war. As a result, Greece had no territorial or other obligations other than a common cause to fight the Ottoman Empire. In April 1912, Montenegro and Bulgaria reached an agreement, including financial assistance to Montenegro in the event
of a war with the Ottoman Empire. A gentleman's agreement with Greece was reached shortly thereafter, as mentioned earlier. By the end of September, a political and military alliance between Montenegro and Serbia had been reached. By the end of September 1912, Bulgaria had officially written alliances with Serbia, Greece and Montenegro. An official
alliance was also signed between Serbia and Montenegro, while the Greek-Montenegrin and Greek-Serbian agreements were mostly oral gentleman's agreements. All this has completed the formation of the Balkan League. The main article of the Balkan League: The Balkan League at that time the Balkan states were able to keep armies that were
numerous, in relation to the population of each country, and are ready to act, being the idea that they would liberate the enslaved parts of their homeland. The Bulgarian army was the leading army of the coalition. It was a well-trained and fully equipped army capable of encountering the Imperial Army. It was suggested that the bulk of the Bulgarian army
would be on the Thracian front, as it was expected that the front near the capital of the Ottoman Empire would be the most important. The Serbian army will operate on the Macedonian front, while the Greek army was considered powerless and was not seriously considered. At that time, Greece was needed in the Balkan league only for its fleet and its ability
to dominate the Aegean Sea, cutting off the Ottoman armies from reinforcements. (quote necessary) On 13/26 September 1912, the Ottoman mobilization in Thrace forced Serbia and Bulgaria to act and order their own mobilization. On 17/30 September Greece is also ordering a mobilization. On 25 September/8 October, Montenegro declared war on the
Ottoman Empire after border status negotiations failed. On 30 September/13 October, the ambassadors of Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece issued a general ultimatum to the Ottoman government, which was immediately rejected. The Empire withdrew its ambassadors from Sofia, Belgrade and Athens, while Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek diplomats left the
Ottoman capital, delivering a declaration of war on October 4/17, 1912. The main article of the First Balkan War: The First Balkan War Territorial changes as a result of the First Balkan War, through April 1913 showing the pre-war agreed line of expansion between Serbia and Bulgaria Apple of Discord: King George I of Greece and Tsar Ferdinand of Bulgaria
in Thessaloniki, December 1912. Despite their union, the Greek-Bulgarian antagonism over the city and Macedonia as a whole has not subsided. Three Slavic allies (Bulgaria, Serbia and Montenegro) outlined extensive plans to coordinate their military efforts in the continuation of their secret pre-war settlements and under close Russian supervision (Greece
was not included). Serbia and Montenegro will attack the Sanjak Theatre, Bulgaria and Serbia in Macedonia and Thrace. The situation of the Ottoman Empire was difficult. The population of the country, which is about 26 million people, provided a huge staffing reserve, but three quarters of the population and almost the entire Muslim component lived in the
Asian part of the empire. The reinforcements were to come from Asia mainly by sea, which depended on the results of the battles between the Turkish and Greek naval aries in the Aegean Sea. With the outbreak of war, the Ottoman Empire activated three army headquarters: the Thracian headquarters in Constantinople, the western headquarters in
Thessaloniki and Vardar's headquarters in Skopje against the Bulgarians, Greeks and Serbs respectively. Most of their forces were allocated to these fronts. Smaller independent units have been allocated elsewhere, mainly heavily fortified cities. Montenegro was the first to declare war on October 8 (September 25, O.S.). Its main thrust was directed towards
Shkodra, with secondary operations in the Novi-Pazar area. The rest of the Allies, presenting a common ultimatum, declared war a week later. Bulgaria attacked East Thrace, being stopped only on the outskirts of Constantinople on the line of the Zatalk and the isthmus of the Gallipoli Peninsula, while secondary forces captured Western Thrace and Eastern
Macedonia. Serbia attacked south in the direction of Skopje and Monastir, then turned west towards present-day Albania, reaching the Adriatic Sea, while the second army captured Kosovo and contacted Montenegrin forces. The main forces of Greece attacked from Thessaloniki to Macedonia through the Strait of Sarantaporo. On November 7, in response
to the initiative of the Ottoman Empire, they entered into negotiations on the surrender of Thessaloniki. When the Greeks were already there, and the Bulgarian 7th Division of Rila moved quickly from the north towards Thessaloniki, Hasan Tahsin Pasha considered his position hopeless. . The Greeks offered more attractive terms than the Bulgarians. On 8
November, Tahsin Pasha agreed to the terms and 26,000 Ottoman troops were captured by the Greek army. Before the Greeks entered the city, a German warship pulled former Sultan Abdul Hamid II from Thessaloniki to continue his exile through the Bosphorus from Constantinople. With their army in Thessaloniki, the Greeks took up new positions in the
east and north-east, including Nigrita. On 12 November (October 26, 1912, O.S.) Greece expanded its occupied territory and joined the Serbian army in the northwest, while its main forces turned east towards Kavala, reaching the Bulgarians. Another Greek army attacked Epirus in the direction of Ioanina. On the naval front, the Ottoman navy twice left
Dardanelles and was defeated twice by the Greek navy in the battles of Ellie and Lemnos. Greek domination of the Aegean Sea made it impossible for the Ottoman fleet to move planned troops from the Middle East to the Thracian (against the Bulgarian) and Macedonian (against greeks and Serbs) fronts. According to E.J. Erickson, the Greek fleet also
played a decisive, albeit indirect, role in the Thracian campaign, neutralizing at least three Thracian corps (see First Balkan War, Bulgarian theater of war), a significant part of the Ottoman army there, in the crucial first round of the war. After the defeat of the Ottoman fleet, the Greek fleet was also free to liberate the Aegean islands. General Nikola Ivanov
called the activities of the Greek Navy the main factor of the overall success of the Allies. In January, after a successful coup by young army officers, the Ottoman Empire decided to continue the war. After the failed Ottoman on the West French Front, Bulgarian troops, with the help of the Serbian army, managed to capture Adrianopol, while Greek troops
managed to capture Ioanina after defeating the Ottomans at the Battle of Bizani. At the joint Serbian-Montenegrin theatre, the military besieged and captured Shkodra, ending the Ottoman presence in Europe, to the west of the line, almost 500 years later. The war officially ended with the Treaty of London 30 (May 17, 1913). A prelude to the main article of the
Second Balkan War: the Treaty of London (1913) After pressure from the great powers on Greece and Serbia, which postponed the signing to strengthen their defensive positions, the signing of the Treaty of London took place on May 30, 1913. that must be introduced, which even led to the creation of an independent Albania. Every Island of Aegean
belonging to the Ottoman Empire, with the exception of Imbros and Tenenos, was handed over to the Greeks, including the island of Crete. In addition, the entire European territory of the Ottoman Empire, west of the Enos-Midia line, was mutilated in the Balkan League, but the division of territory between the League was not to be decided by the Treaty itself.
This event led to the formation of two de facto military occupation zones on Macedonian territory, as Greece and Serbia tried to establish a common border. The Bulgarians were not satisfied with their share of trophies, and as a result, the Second Balkan War broke out on the night of June 29, 1913, when Bulgaria faced the Serbian and Greek lines in
Macedonia. . The main article of the Second Balkan War: The Second Balkan War cholera was spread among soldiers of the combatant countries of the Border in the Balkans after the First and Second Balkan Wars (1912-1913) Although the Balkan allies fought together against a common enemy, it was not enough to overcome their mutual rivalry. In the
original document for the Balkan League, Serbia promised Bulgaria most of Macedonia. But before the first war ended, Serbia (in violation of the previous agreement) and Greece revealed their plan to retain possession of the territories that occupied their troops. This act prompted the king of Bulgaria to invade his allies. The Second Balkan War broke out on
29 (16) June 1913, when Bulgaria attacked its former allies in the First Balkan War, Serbia and Greece, while Montenegro and the Ottoman Empire intervened later against Bulgaria, and Romania attacked Bulgaria from the north in violation of the peace treaty. When the Greek army entered Thessaloniki in the First Balkan War in front of the Bulgarian 7th
Division in just one day, they were asked to allow battalion to enter the city. Greece agreed in exchange for permission from the Greek unit to enter the city of Serres. The Bulgarian unit, which entered Thessaloniki, turned out to be an 18,000-unit division instead of a battalion, which caused concern for the Greeks, who saw it as a Bulgarian attempt to create
a condominium over the city. In this case, due to urgently needed reinforcements on the Thracian front, the Bulgarian headquarters was soon forced to withdraw its troops from the city (while the Greeks agreed by mutual agreement to withdraw their units based in Serres) and transport them to Deedanyash (modern Alexandroupolis), but still he left behind a
battalion that began to strengthen its positions. Greece also allowed the Bulgarians to control a section of the Thessaloniki-Constantinople railway that ran in Greek-occupied territory, as Bulgaria controlled most of the railway in the direction of Thrace. After the end of the operations in Thrace and the confirmation of Greece's concern, Bulgaria was not
satisfied with the territory it controlled in Macedonia and immediately asked Greece to relinquish its control over Thessaloniki and land north of Pieria, effectively handing over all of Aegean Macedonia. These unacceptable demands, with Bulgaria's refusal to demobilize its army after the Treaty of London ended the general war against the Ottoman Empire,
alarmed Greece, which also decided to keep its army mobilized. A month after the outbreak of the Second Balkan War, the Bulgarian community of Thessaloniki no longer existed, as hundreds of long-time Bulgarian locals were arrested. Thirteen hundred Bulgarian soldiers and about five hundred komitaji were also arrested and transferred to Greek prisons.
In November 1913, the Bulgarians were forced to admit their defeat, as the Greeks gained international recognition in their claim about Thessaloniki. Similarly, in northern Macedonia, tensions between Serbia and Bulgaria over the latter's aspirations towards Vardar Macedonia have led to numerous incidents between their respective armies, prompting
Serbia to retain the mobilized army. Serbia and Greece have proposed that each of the three countries reduce their army by one-fourth as a first step to promote a peaceful settlement, but Bulgaria has rejected it. Seeing the omens, Greece and Serbia began a series of negotiations and signed the treaty on June 1 (May 19) 1913. Through this agreement,
mutual military and diplomatic support was reached between the two countries in the event of an attack by Bulgaria or/and Austria-Hungary. Tsar Nicholas II, being well-informed, tried to stop the upcoming conflict on June 8 by sending an identical personal message to the kings of Bulgaria and Serbia, suggesting you acted as an arbiter in accordance with
the provisions of the Serbian-Bulgarian 1912. But Bulgaria, by making adoption of adoption the arbitration is conditional, in fact denied any discussion, forcing Russia to abandon the alliance with Bulgaria (see the Russian-Bulgarian Military Convention signed on May 31, 1902). The Serbs and Greeks had a military advantage on the eve of the war because
their armies faced relatively weak Ottoman forces during the First Balkan War and suffered relatively light losses, while the Bulgarians participated in heavy battles in Thrace. The Serbs and Greeks had time to strengthen their positions in Macedonia. Bulgarians also have some advantages, controlling internal lines of communication and supply. 29 (June 16,
1913, General Savov, on the direct orders of Tsar Ferdinand I issued orders to attack Greece and Serbia without consulting the Bulgarian government and without an official declaration of war. , while most soldiers did not even know who they were fighting, because the Bulgarian camps were close to the Serbs and considered allies. The forces of Montenegro
were only a few kilometers away, and also rushed into battle. The Bulgarian attack was stopped. The Greek army was also successful. He retreated as planned for two days, while Thessaloniki was cleared of the remaining Bulgarian regiment. The Greek army then counter-attacks and defeated the Bulgarians in Kilkis, Kukusush, after which the main
Bulgarian town was looted and burned, and some of its predominantly Bulgarian population was destroyed by the Greek army. After the capture of Kilkis, the Greek army's pace was not fast enough to prevent the retaliatory destruction of Nigrita, Serres and Doxato and the massacres of some Greek residents in Sidirokastro and Doxato by the Bulgarian army.
Then the Greek army divided its forces and advanced in two directions. Part of it went east and occupied Western Thrace. The rest of the Greek army advanced to the Struma River Valley, defeating the Bulgarian army in the battles of Doyran and Mount Beles, and continued its northward advance towards Sofia. In the Strait of Cresna, the Greeks were
ambushed by the Bulgarian 2nd and 1st armies, who had recently arrived from the Serbian front, who had already taken up defensive positions there after the Bulgarian victory at Kalimanchi. Greek lithograph of the Battle of Kilkis-Lachan By July 30, the Greek army was in the minority from the counter-offensive Bulgarian army, which tried to encircle the
Greeks in a battle of the type of cannas, applying pressure on their flanks. The Greek army was exhausted and faced logistical difficulties. The battle lasted for 11 days, from July 29 to August 9 more than 20 km of maze of forests and mountains no conclusion. The Greek king, seeing that the units from which he was fighting were from the Serbian front, tried
to persuade the Serbs to resume the offensive, as the front was thinner in front of them, but the Serbs refused. By that time the news of the Romanian move towards Sofia and its imminent autumn had come. Faced with the danger of encirclement, Constantine realized that his army could no longer continue fighting. Thus, he accepted the proposal of
Eleftherios Venizelos and agreed to Bulgaria's request for a truce, as reported through Romania. Romania raised its army and declared war on Bulgaria on July 10 (June 27), as from June 28 (June 15 officially warned Bulgaria that it will not remain neutral in the new Balkan war, due to Bulgaria's refusal to cede the fortress of Silistra, as promised before the
First Balkan War in exchange for Romanian neutrality. they reached Vrazhebn, 11 km (7 miles) from the center of Sofia. Seeing the military position of the Bulgarian army, the Ottomans decided to intervene. They attacked and, having failed to find the opposition, managed to lose all their land, which was officially taken away by Bulgaria within the framework
of the Sofia Conference of 1914 Thrace with its fortified city Ofrianoule, regaining territory in Europe, which was only slightly larger than the modern European territory of the Turkish Republic. The reaction of the great powers during the wars of the Tyrannian Bazaar at the turn of the 20th century. Serbian propaganda poster depicting Tsar Alexander I beating
the losing Bulgarian ruler. The events that led to the First Balkan War did not go unnoticed by the great powers. Despite the fact that there was an official consensus between the European powers on the territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire, which led to a strong warning of the Balkan states, unofficially each of them took a different diplomatic approach
because of their conflicting interests in the region. As a result, any possible preventive effect of the general official warning was cancelled by mixed informal signals and could not prevent or stop the war: Russia was the main move in the creation of the Balkan League and saw it as an important tool in the event of a future war against its rival, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. But she was unaware of the Bulgarian plans for Thrace and Constantinople, territories in which she had long-held ambitions, and on which she had just secured a secret expansion agreement from her allies France and Britain, as a reward for participating in the upcoming Great War against the central powers. France, not feeling ready for
war against Germany in 1912, took a completely negative stance against the war, firmly informing its ally Russia that it would not accept in a potential conflict between Russia and Austria-Hungary this was the result of the actions of the Balkan League. The French, however, failed to get Britain to intervene in a general intervention to stop the Balkan conflict.
The British Empire, although officially a staunch supporter of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, took secret diplomatic steps, encouraging Greece to join the League to counter Russian influence. At the same time, it encouraged Bulgarian aspirations for thracy, preferring the Bulgarian Thracy to the Russian, despite the assurances that the British had given
to the Russians regarding their expansion there. Austria-Hungary, fighting for a port in the Adriatic and looking for ways to expand in the south at the expense of the Ottoman Empire, was categorically against the expansion of any other country in the area. At the same time, the Habsburg Empire had its own internal problems with a significant Slavic
population, which agitated against German-Hungarian control over the multinational state. Serbia, whose aspirations towards Austrian Bosnia were not a secret, was considered the enemy and the main tool of the Russian machinations, which were behind the agitation of Slavic subjects of Austria. But Austria-Hungary failed to enlist the support of Germany
for a firm reaction. Initially, Emperor William II told Archduke Franz Ferdinand that Germany was ready to support Austria under all circumstances, even at the risk of world war, but the Austro-Hungarians hesitated. Finally, the German Imperial Military Council of 8 December 1912 reached a consensus that Germany would not be ready for war until at least
mid-1914 and passed the notes on this matter to the Habsburgs. Consequently, no action was taken when the Serbs joined the Austrian ultimatum on 18 October and left Albania. Germany, already actively involved in internal Ottoman politics, officially opposed the war against the empire. But, in her efforts to win Bulgaria for the central powers, and seeing
the inevitability of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, was toying with the idea of replacing the Balkan region of the Ottoman Empire with a friendly Greater Bulgaria in its San Stefano border-idea that was based on the German origin of the Bulgarian king and his anti-Russian sentiments. The Second Balkan War was a catastrophic blow to Russian policy in
the Balkans, which for centuries has focused on access to the warm seas. First, it marked the end of the Balkan League, the vital arm of the Russian defense system against Austria-Hungary. Secondly, the clearly pro-Serbian position that Russia was forced to take in the conflict, mainly because of disagreements over land-sharing between Serbia and
Bulgaria, has caused a permanent rift between the two countries. Thus, Bulgaria has returned its policy to a closer understanding of the central powers on the anti-Serbian front, thanks to its national aspirations, which are currently expressed mainly against As a result, Serbia was militarily isolated from its rival Austria-Hungary, which eventually doomed
Serbia to a gin war a year later. But, most destructively, the new situation effectively overshadowed Russia's foreign policy: after 1913, Russia could not afford to lose its last ally in this crucial area and thus had no choice but to unconditionally support Serbia when the crisis between Serbia and Austria erupted in 1914. This position inevitably dragged her,
albeit reluctantly, into a world war with devastating results, as she was less prepared (both militarily and socially) for this event than any other great Power. Austria-Hungary was alarmed by the significant increase in Serbia's territory to the detriment of its national aspirations in the region, as well as the rise of Serbia, especially for the Slavic population of
Austria-Hungary. This concern was shared by Germany, which saw Serbia as a satellite of Russia. This greatly contributed to the readiness of the two central Powers to enter into war as soon as possible. Finally, when the Serbian organization killed the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, causing the July crisis of 1914, no one was able to stop the conflict
and the First World War began. Epilogue The main article of the Treaty of Bucharest: Treaty of Bucharest (1913) Epilogue to this nine-month Panbalkan War was drawn up mainly under the Treaty of Bucharest, August 10, 1913. Delegates from Greece, Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria, organized by a Romanian MP, arrived in Bucharest to settle the talks.
The Ottoman Empire's request for participation was rejected on the grounds that the negotiations were to deal strictly with the Balkan allies. The Great Powers maintained a very influential presence, but they did not dominate the process. The treaty divided Macedonia, amended the Balkan borders and established an independent state in Albania. Serbia,
having conquered the territory of northeastern Macedonia, settled the eastern borders with Bulgaria and received the eastern half of Sandzak Novi Bazar, doubling its size. Montenegro received the western half of Sandzak Novi Bazar and secured its borders with Serbia. Greece has over-doubled its size, gaining southern Epirus, southern Macedonia (most),
including the port city of Kavala on its eastern border. Moreover, the Aegean Islands were annexed by the Greek kingdom in addition to the Dodecanes, and the unification of Crete was completed and established. Romania annexed the southern part of Dobruja province. Bulgaria, despite the defeat, managed to keep some territorial gains from the First
Balkan War. Bulgaria has taken part of Macedonia, including the city of Strumnitsa, and western Thrace with a 70-mile Aegean cast, including the port city of Alexandroupolis. treaties Need to deal with the Ottoman Ottoman brought Bulgarian delegates to Constantinople for talks with the Ottomans. The main purpose and hope of the Bulgarians was to
reclaim the territories in East Thrace, where the bulk of bulgarian forces were fighting for conquest and many soldiers died there. Soon that hope collapsed as the Turks insisted on preserving the land that had been restored after the counter-offensive. Thus, the direct line of Ainos-Midia became the eastern border, which was never realized as the regions of
Lodengrad, Lyule Burgas-Buni Hisar and Adrianople returned to the Ottoman Empire. Immediately after the Treaty of Constantinople, on September 30, 1913, Bulgaria sought an alliance treaty with the Ottoman Empire, as they claimed that Macedonia was their national goal for a future war with Greece and Serbia. The Treaty of Constantinople was followed
by the Treaty of Athens on November 14, 1913, between the Turks and the Greeks. The treaty ended the conflict between the two states. However, the status of the Aegean Islands, which were under Greek control, was left in question, especially the islands of Imvros and Tenenos, which were in a strategic position against the Dardanelles direct. Despite the
fact that the treaty was signed, relations between the two countries remained very bad, and in the spring of 1914 the war almost broke out. Finally, the second Treaty in Constantinople re-established relations between Serbia and the Ottoman Empire, concluding the Balkan wars officially. Montenegro never signed a treaty with the Turks. After the Balkan
wars, ottoman rule of the Balkans was to rest, with the exception of eastern Thrace and Constantinople. The Mlarka regime could not reverse the decline of the Empire. However, it remained in power and in June 1913 established a dictatorship. A large influx of Turks began to escape to the heart of the Ottoman Empire from the lost lands. By 1914, the
remaining main region of the Ottoman Empire will have an estimated population of about 2.5 million due to floods from the Balkans. Soviet demographer Boris Urlanis calculated in the War I People-Population of Europi (1960) that in the first and second Balkan wars there were 122,000 killed in combat, 20,000 killed and 82,000 died of disease. Another
important issue was the division of these Ottoman territories. This large territory, which was accepted by Greeks, Bulgarians, Aromans, Serbs, Jews, Turks, Albanians and other peoples after the 19th century, the rise of the nationalism of the Ottoman Empire. Moreover, there was another nation of state. Albania was created on land occupied by the Greeks
and Serbs. Both armies were asked to leave after the creation of a new country. Greece never received the Northern Epirus, and Serbia lost the wide coast to the Adriatic Sea. The purpose of this agreement was the rejection of Italy and Austria-Hungary Serbia. Finally, during and after the wars, the Greek navy became the only significant naval power in the
Aegean Sea, blocking the Turkish fleet inside the Dardanelles Direct. The Greek fleet managed to liberate the Greek islanders and raise the morale of the Greeks. However, the Greek population of Asia Minor and Pontus was confronted with the fury of the Young Turks, who responded to the embargo, expulsions, persecution and, finally, genocide. Turkish
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